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10 ABSTRACT Research conducted in microgravity conditions
11 has the potential to yield new therapeutics, as advances can be
12 achieved in the absence of phenomena such as sedimentation,
13 hydrostatic pressure and thermally-induced convection. The out-
14 comes of such studies can significantly contribute to many scien-
15 tific and technological fields, including drug discovery. This arti-
16 cle reviews the existing traditional microgravity platforms as well
17 as emerging ideas for enabling microgravity research focusing on
18 SpacePharma’s innovative autonomous remote-controlled mi-
19 crogravity labs that can be launched to space aboard
20 nanosatellites to perform drug research in orbit. The scientific
21 literature is reviewed and examples of life science fields that have
22 benefited from studies in microgravity conditions are given.
23 These include the use of microgravity environment for chemical
24 applications (protein crystallization, drug polymorphism, self-
25 assembly of biomolecules), pharmaceutical studies (microencap-
26 sulation, drug delivery systems, behavior and stability of colloidal
27 formulations, antibiotic drug resistance), and biological research,
28 including accelerated models for aging, investigation of bacterial
29 virulence , tissue engineering using organ-on-chips in space, en-
30 hanced stem cells proliferation and differentiation.
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53ESA 54European Space Agency
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61ISRO 62Indian Space Research Organization
63ISS 64International Space Station
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67LRRK2 68Leucine-rich repeat kinase 2
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71system-II
72MG 73Microgravity
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76NASA 77National Aeronautics and Space
78Administration
79NCATS 80National Center for Advancing Translational
81Sciences
82NIH 83National Institutes of Health
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86RPM 87Random positioning machine
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92SPAD 93SpacePharma advanced microgravity lab
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99 INTRODUCTION

100 The microgravity environment of space provides unique con-
101 ditions for better understanding of physiologic and pathologic
102 processes and has a substantial scientific, technological and
103 commercial potential. Studying the physical chemistry of mac-
104 romolecules in reduced-gravity environments enables re-
105 search in the absence of gravity-induced surface con-
106 straints, convection, shear forces, sedimentation/stratifi-
107 cation, and hydrostatic pressure. This results in much
108 higher-resolution, 3D maps of the structure of drugs,
109 vaccines and binding sites (1,2). Biological systems have
110 also been shown to be modulated in space; under con-
111 ditions of microgravity, aging and pathological processes
112 may be accelerated (3–7). In addition, bacterial viru-
113 lence, pathogenicity and resistance to antibiotics have
114 been shown to increase in space (8). Hence, the knowl-
115 edge gained through microgravity research can facilitate
116 drug screening and improve drug design, delivery, and stor-
117 age, thereby contributing to the development of new technol-
118 ogies and therapeutic products (9,10).
119 Given that the commercialization of space involves the
120 pharmaceutical industry, the use of microgravity as a research
121 tool in life sciences is expected to expend in the near future.
122 Biopharma companies have a clear incentive to use the free-
123 fall environment as a catalyst for accelerated models of
124 disease onset and progression. Drug companies have
125 already been performing drug research on accelerated
126 models for osteoporosis and muscle atrophy, protein crystalli-
127 zation, vaccine development, colloidal formulations and other
128 fields of research (9).
129 In this article the traditionally available microgravity plat-
130 forms as well as emerging microgravity enabling tools for drug
131 research are reviewed. A special emphasis is put on novel
132 miniaturized, unmanned, remote-controlled microgravity
133 lab platforms based on microfluidics and lab-on-chips that
134 have been recently launched successfully to space on
135 nanosatellites. Key life science fields that can significantly ben-
136 efit from using these platforms are described.

137 TRADITIONAL MICROGRAVITY PLATFORMS

138 Microgravity research has been dominated by a limited num-
139 ber of solutions: ground simulators, drop towers, parabolic
140 flights, sounding rockets, short-duration orbital platforms (e.g.
141 dedicated Foton capsules flights), and long-duration orbital
142 platforms, mainly the International Space station (ISS). On
143 Earth, brief courses of free falls, e.g. by using parabolic airplane
144 flights and drop towers, can generate short-term approximate
145 weightlessness. However, prolonged periods of microgravity
146 can be achieved only in space, for example, on satellites and
147 space stations (11).

148The methodology of achieving microgravity conditions for
149scientific experimentation depends on the type of research as
150well as the desired level of gravity and duration of the study.
151The following sections provide an overview of the currently
152available microgravity platforms.

153Random Positioning Machine

154The random positioning machine (RPM) is a two-axis version
155of a clinostat which has been used for microgravity simulation
156and hardware testing (12). A typical RPM system comprises
157two independently motor-driven frames (Fig. 1a) that con-
158stantly reorient the samples within the inner frame. The aver-
159age trajectory over time of the gravity vector is randomly
160distributed across directions and is thus expected to converge
161towards zero. The microgravity is in the range of 10−2-10−3 g.
162The RPM is typically applied to processes on the timescale of
163hours or longer, including mammalian cells behavior in mi-
164crogravity (Table I).
165RPMs can reproduce effects that have been observed in
166space. However, some studies yielded cellular effects ranging
167from those obtained in real microgravity to those of the
168ground control conditions (13). Hence, the RPM serves as
169an ideal and important preliminary, ground-basedmicrograv-
170ity screening tool prior to conducting live science experiments
171in space. Advances in RPM engineering make it suitable for
172novel applications, e.g., 3D cell culturing and tissue engineer-
173ing (13).

174Rotating Wall Vessel

175The rotating wall vessel (RWV) is an additional ground-based
176simulator of microgravity that has been utilized by NASA
177since the early 1990s. The RWV consists of a chamber that
178rotates around an axle and its vessel can contain culture me-
179dium and cells (Fig. 1b). As the rotation velocity of the fully
180filled vessel increases, relative fluid motion gradually halts (14).
181The rotation of the media carries cells that begin falling to-
182ward the vessel bottom back upward thereby keeping them
183suspended in an orbital path. Hence, the cells can attach to
184each other to form 3D cultures but do not attach to the cham-
185ber walls because they are subjected to a continuous free fall
186(15). The RWV bioreactor effectively simulates two key as-
187pects of the microgravity culture environment: 1) a continuous
188suspension condition and 2) an environment of minimized
189turbulence and shearing forces. The RWV bioreactor has
190been increasingly used in studies of microbial responses (16)
191(Table I).

192Drop Towers

193Drop towers are vertical structures that allow free fall of pay-
194loads to generate microgravity conditions, the duration of
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195 which is determined by the tower height. The 10−3 g micro-
196 gravity level that could initially be achieved has been im-
197 proved to the current level of 10−5 g of most drop towers using
198 techniques to counter the effect of acceleration (11).
199 Several countries have constructed drop towers to enable
200 microgravity experiments on Earth. The two drop towers of
201 the USA (24 m and 142 m) are located at the Lewis Research
202 Center, Cleveland, and provide microgravity for 2.2 and 5.2 s,
203 respectively (11). In Japan, the 490 m facility of the
204 Microgravity Center in Kami-Sunagwa, Hokkaido, has been
205 built at an old abandoned mine and allows a 10 s duration of
206 free fall (11). The Bremen drop tower, unique in Europe, was
207 built in 1990 in the University of Bremen. The height of this
208 facility is 146 m, and it can accommodate modules weighing
209 250 kg. In the drop mode the capsule is released from a height
210 of 120 m giving 4.74 s of microgravity experiment time. Since
211 2007, the Bremen facility also offers a catapult mode in which
212 the capsule is catapulted vertically to the top of the tower and
213 then drops back down the deceleration chamber. Using this
214 mode, the microgravity experiment time can be extended to
215 9.3 s. Unlike the drop mode, the capsule and its enclosed
216 experiment experience an upward acceleration of up to 35 g
217 before the experiment begins (17,18).
218 Evacuation of the drop tube has improved the weightless-
219 ness level to 10−6 g, which is currently the best Earth-bound
220 microgravity condition (17,18). The drop tower is suited for
221 fast physical and biological processes, such as studies of the
222 electrophysiology of biological membranes and gravitaxis (18)
223 (Table I). A typical experimental “campaign” involves 10 to
224 15 drops.

225 Parabolic Flights

226 Flying an aircraft in a ballistic trajectory of a parabola is an-
227 other platform aimed to achieve free-fall conditions. The par-
228 abolic flight maneuvers reach an altitude of at least 3 km and
229 provide microgravity for up to 25 s (11). The parabolic seg-
230 ments of the flight start from a steady horizontal flight level

231(horizontal phase), followed by flying upwards for 20 s till the
232nose of the airplane is around 47° inclination (pull-up phase)
233with accelerations between 1.8 and 2 g. All aircraft engines
234thrust is then strongly reduced for about 20 to 25 s compen-
235sating the effect of air drag (parabolic free fall, which is the
236microgravity phase). When the aircraft dives at 42° (pull-out
237phase), the engines are fully powered again and another phase
238of 1.8–2 g for 20 s terminates the parabola to come back to the
239steady horizontal flight (18). The range of microgravity level is
240limited to approximately 10−2 g by aerodynamic forces and
241turbulences. A level of 10−3 g can be achieved for free floating
242experiments. However, the gravity of ascent during maneu-
243vers should also be considered. Most parabolic flights in
244Europe are performed byNovespace, a subsidiary of the space
245agency of France CNES (Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales),
246using an Airbus A300 Zero-G (18). This is the only opportu-
247nity for most scientists to experience weightlessness, through
248participating in the flights (Fig. 2). Experiments that have been
249carried out in parabolic flights include studies of signal trans-
250duction in human immune cells and osteoblasts, neuronal
251responses in experimental animals, and protein crystallization
252projects (Table I).

253Sounding Rockets

254Sounding rockets are rockets launched on a ballistic trajectory
255with a free-fall in vacuum at high altitude. A two-stage sound-
256ing rocket can achieve peak altitudes over 400 km and attain
257for 5 to 6 min a microgravity level of 10−4 g. The major
258disadvantage is the recovery of experimental modules from
259remote locations and the related costs. Sounding rockets have
260been used for microgravity studies by the USA, Germany,
261France, Japan and China (11). Examples of research per-
262formed using sounding rockets are analyses of membrane
263transport, gene expression, signal transduction pathways, cell
264physiology and morphology, and biotechnological
265experiments (18) (Table I). As a direct consequence of the
266development of small launchers, an increase of the availability

Fig. 1 Microgravity Ground
Simulators. (a) A Random
Positioning Machine (RPM) holding
a SPmgLab microgravity lab. (b) A
Rotating Wall Vessel (RWV).
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267 of sub-orbital flights onboard sounding rockets is expected
268 within the next few years (19).

269 The International Space Station

270 The International Space Station (ISS) is the largest scientific
271 and technological international cooperative program world-
272 wide. The ISS is based on a partnership between the USA
273 (NASA), Canada (Canadian Space Agency, CSA), European
274 countries (the European Space Agency, ESA), Russia
275 (Roscosmos), and Japan (Japan Aerospace Exploration
276 Agency, JAXA) (18). The 360-ton structure orbits at an alti-
277 tude of approximately 250 miles (400 km) and has more than
278 820 cubic meters of pressurized space which accommodates a
279 crew of six persons and a vast array of scientific facilities. Crew
280 members aboard the ISS conduct experiments in diverse
281 fields, including human physiology, biology, physics, and as-
282 tronomy. For more than 18 years, over 230 people from 18
283 countries have lived and worked continuously onboard the
284 ISS, conducting 2400 research projects Over 200 new exper-
285 iments will be launched in 2019 (20). Examples of studies
286 conducted onboard the ISS include growing and analyzing
287 crystals of leucine-rich repeat kinase 2 implicated in
288 Parkinson’s disease in space in order to develop drugs that
289 target the condition more effectively (21,22), examining the
290 physiology of aging and age-related disease progression in
291 mice (ISS expedition duration for both projects October
292 2018 to April 2019) (23), and evaluating the molecular inter-
293 actions and efficacy of azonafide antibody-drug conjugates in
294 cancer cells under conditions of microgravity (expedition du-
295 ration April 2017–February 2018) (24). More than 1200

296microgravity-related patents were granted between 1981
297and 2017, indicating value creation and signifying economic
298potential (25).
299Today private companies offer payload services supporting
300experiments onboard the ISS. Examples are NanoRacks (US)
301which provides the NanoLab container, Space Tango (US)
302with its Tango Labs, Space Application Services (Belgium)
303with its ICE Cubes, and ISIS (The Netherlands) with the
304ISIS CubeSat platforms. These are three types of experimen-
305tal plug-and-play modular box containers that differ in
306their sizes, payload cards, types of connectors and pow-
307er supply, usually 1 U CubeSat research modules
308(10 cm × 10 cm ×10 cm) or modular combinations of
309that basic size that house science experiments to be run
310on the ISS. Within such containers, small experiments
311of a predefined geometry can be connected with a stan-
312dardized interface to a shared power, telemetry, and a ther-
313mal management. Recently, SPACE-BD joined the list of
314payload services suppliers, facilitating the access of Japanese
315groups to the ISS.
316Findings gained through studies on the ISS are expected to
317both provide data to support long-duration deep space mis-
318sions, e.g., toMars, and benefit life on Earth. However, the ISS
319is expected to operate only until 2024, with the partners
320discussing a possible extension until 2028 (26). This, combined
321with limited flight opportunities available and the general
322trend of space commercialization, resulted in development
323of alternative microgravity platforms for conducting research
324in space. Microgravity experiment designers have been work-
325ing on solving these issues by miniaturizing and automating
326their experiments (19).

t1:1 Table I Available Microgravity Research Platforms

t1:2 Microgravity
platform

Gravity force (g) Duration Applicability Examples Limitations

t1:3 Ground simulators 10−2–10−3 Hours Preliminary μG
screening studies

Timescale of hours
or longer

Microbial responses, mammalian
cell behaviour in microgravity

Cannot properly simulate μg for
relatively fast molecular and
cellular processes

t1:4 Free fall towers 10−2–10−6 2–9 s Fast processes Electrophysiological studies, fast
gravitropic reactions in fungi

Short study duration

t1:5 Parabolic flights 10−2
–10−3 25 s Fast processes As for free fall towers + signal transduction,

protein crystallization studies
μg phases interrupted by phases

of hyper-g accelerations

t1:6 Sounding rockets 10−3–10−4 Minutes Slower processes Gene expression & signal
transduction pathways,
free-flow electrophoresis

Short study duration

t1:7 International
space station

10−5
–10−6 Months All types All of the above and slow processes,

e.g., crystallization
of monoclonal antibodies, identifying
new drug targets in models of
aging & disease

Scarce flight opportunities

t1:8 Unmanned
nano-satellites

10−5–10−6 2–3 years All types All of the above, e.g., protein
crystallization, organs on chip
and 3D cell cultures, tissue engineering

Currently limited launch
opportunities,
expected to expend

Adapted from Thomas et al. (11)
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327 EMERGING MICROGRAVITY PLATFORMS

328 While retrievable orbital payloads have simplified access to
329 the ISS, an inherent difficulty common to those devices it is
330 a need in the constraining manned operation by astronauts. In
331 addition, only government space agencies have access to such
332 research. Hence, microgravity research at the ISS is very ex-
333 pensive and is associated with a long waiting list from the
334 design of the experiment until its execution. This has led yet
335 new actors to think one step further and dissociate long-
336 duration microgravity research from human spaceflight, by
337 simply flying microgravity experiments on stand-alone auto-
338 matic satellites. An illustrative example is the unmanned, au-
339 tonomous, remote-controlled miniaturized microgravity lab
340 platforms developed by our Swiss-Israeli company
341 SpacePharma, which are described below.

342 Autonomous Microgravity Lab Platforms

343 SpacePharma’s approach is to simplify the complicated pro-
344 cess of sending experiments to space making it more accessi-
345 ble, affordable and valuable, by providing complimentary or
346 alternative microgravity lab platforms that do not require hu-
347 man intervention. These integrated end-to-end miniaturized
348 state-of-the-art microgravity laboratory systems operate inde-
349 pendently through nanosatellites, on which experiments can
350 be controlled from the ground by the scientists themselves.
351 The platforms enable researchers to conduct reliable, repeti-
352 tive, and calibrated experiments.
353 The first microgravity platform (SPmgLab) that was devel-
354 oped consists of three CubeSat units, one for the service mod-
355 ule and two for the actual laboratory within a total dimensions
356 of 30 × 10 × 10 cm (Fig. 3). The entire microgravity space lab
357 is placed inside a pressurized atmospheric box (Fig. 3a). The
358 main lab components are the plunger unit (cassette) which
359 contains fluid reservoirs, a manifold which directs the fluid
360 flow, an observation chamber, and a light source which is
361 placed under it (Fig. 3b). The lab additionally contains a light
362 microscope and a spectrometer which are placed above the

363observation chamber. The lab is divided into four sections
364(experiments), with two experiments on each cassette (Fig.
3653c). Each experiment contains two reservoirs connected di-
366rectly to the observation chamber, a main chamber and a
367third reservoir which is connected to the observation chamber
368through the main chamber. The observation chamber is
369shared for all experiments and is observed by the light micro-
370scope and the spectrometer. The fluids from the reservoirs are
371transported to the main chamber or to the observation cham-
372ber using a spring activated plunger. During activation of the
373plunger in reservoir C (containing for example a protein so-
374lution) the fluid is pushed andmixed with the fluid in the main
375chamber (containing an antisolvent), and together they flow to
376the observation chamber where the protein can crystallize.
377Since the observation chamber is shared, each experiment
378ends with a clean observation chamber because it is being
379flushed before the next experiment with fluid from reservoir
380A or B.
381The SPmgLab is suitable for biochemical reactions, crys-
382tallization processes and studying colloidal systems. Once the
383satellite is in space, users can control their experiment using a
384proprietary software that can be installed on laptops and
385smartphones. Experimental results and data are transmitted
386to a ground station in Switzerland (Fig. 4) for further analysis
387and evaluation. The automated labs contain sensors and
388readers and can be used in various microgravity platforms,
389from ground simulators to parabolic flights, nanosatellites
390and the ISS (Fig. 5).
391The first SPmgLab was launched to space on February
3922017 from India through the Indian Space Research
393Organization (ISRO)’s PSLV-C37 rocket which carried the
394SpacePharma ’ s DIDO-2 nanosa te l l i t e (F ig . 6 ) .
395SpacePharma’s DIDO nanosatellites are 3 U CubeSat satel-
396lites for micro-gravity research weighing approximately 5Kg
397and orbiting at an altitude of 500Km. The DIDO satellites are
398equipped with solar cells and batteries for power supply and
399communication system and contain the miniaturized and au-
400tonomous end-to-end SPLab microgravity platforms that can
401be remote controlled from anywhere. The DIDO-2

Fig. 2 SpacePharma’s SPmgLab
microgravity lab tested on board of
an Airbus A300 NoveSpace/Zero
G parabolic flight campaign above
Switzerland during Swiss Parabolic
Flight mission on June 2018. (a). A
SpacePharma’s engineer floating
during a free fall phase of the flight.
(b). The Airbus A300 on the
ground.
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402 nanosatellite was the first ever use of a free orbiting unmanned
403 autonomous nanosatellite for microgravity research
404 performing biochemical reactions and crystallization process-
405 es in space. The platform offered 380 min of satellite commu-
406 nication per week and 4 experiments completed with over
407 17,000 microscope captures and over 1000 spectrometer
408 measurements. In this first mission, formation of crystals, ki-
409 netics of an enzymatic reaction and self-assembly of macro-
410 molecules were tested in orbit.
411 The company’s Advanced Lab (SPAD) is a miniaturized,
412 remote-controlled device for performing biological experi-
413 ments in extreme conditions such as outer space at an altitude
414 of above 100 km. The SPAD is a customizable, plug-and-play
415 modular system designed to enable researchers to remotely
416 conduct end-to-end autonomous experimentation in orbit,
417 aboard the ISS or other extreme environments. Its modularity
418 enables adaptation of the system to support wide range of
419 experiments using tailor-made lab-on-chips which can include
420 3D cell culturing, organs-on-chip (OOC) for tissue engineer-
421 ing, disease modeling, tumor spheroids, bacterial growth, vac-
422 cine research, etc.
423 The first SPAD advanced lab for biological research was
424 launched to the ISS in November 2018 onboard Northrop
425 Grumman’s unmanned resupply spacecraft Cygnus during its
426 tenth flight to the ISS under the Commercial Resupply
427 Services contract with NASA (Cygnus NG-10) (Fig. 7a). It
428 returned to Earth in January 2019 on SpaceX’s Dragon
429 CRS-16mission (Fig. 7b) after performing research on human
430 muscle cells in orbit.

431 MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH IN LIFE SCIENCES

432 Microgravity improves protein crystals growth and contrib-
433 utes to optimization of nanofluidic systems for development
434 of technologies in various fields, such as diagnostics and drug
435 delivery. In addition, microgravity and spaceflight have been
436 associated with physiological alterations in a variety of organ-
437 isms, from viruses and bacteria to mammals, including
438 humans. Changes induced by spaceflight may serve as models
439 of ground-based conditions such as osteoporosis and aging of
440 the immune system. The following section provides several
441 examples of such initiatives for chemical, pharmaceutical
442 and biological applications.

443 Applications for Chemistry

444 Protein Crystallization in Orbit

445 The applications of protein crystallization are wide, because
446 most drug targets are proteins and because protein-based
447 drugs, specifically monoclonal antibodies (MAB’s) are the
448 fastest growing segments in the pharmaceutical industry

449(27,28). Once the 3D structure of a protein is defined, it helps
450understand the protein’s functions either as a drug target (e.g.,
451enzymes, transporters and receptors) or as the drug itself (1,2).
452The most important yet difficult stage in this process is gener-
453ating an optimal crystal which will supply high resolution
454structures of the protein or a co-crystal of the protein and its
455ligands. Much effort has already been invested into optimizing
456the crystallization process, a work- and time-intensive task. In
457addition to usual crystallization variables (antisolvent precipi-
458tant, pH, temperature), the protein itself is a variable; the
459implicit assumption is that solubility and crystallization pro-
460pensities vary across different constructs. Therefore, testing a
461reasonably large number of constructs of a target protein
462should increase the probability of success (29).
463Microgravity substantially improves the growth of protein
464crystals. This is because, in the absence of buoyancy-induced
465convection, the movement of protein molecules in micrograv-
466ity is driven only by random diffusion and is therefore much
467slower than on Earth (30). The crystals which are grown in
468space can be returned to Earth for protein mapping (31,32).
469Furthermore, when gravity as a masking factor is eliminated,
470other interactions can become prevalent. Consequently, other
471crystalline structures (polymorphs, see below) may arise, even
472though they are very rare on Earth. It might even be possible
473to crystallize materials which were not successfully crystallized
474in 1 g (33). For example, some of the proteins involved in
475neurodegenerative diseases crystallize on Earth but not with
476enough quality and uniformity to determine their structures
477(21). This approach has been applied to the hematopoietic
478prostaglandin D synthase, a protein expressed in certain mus-
479cle fibers of patients with muscular dystrophy. Crystallization
480of this protein in space resulted in the discovery of a new
481inhibitor, several hundred times more potent than the original
482drug (34,35).
483Merck has been working with NASA and the Center for
484the Advancement of Science in Space (CASIS) growing crys-
485tals of monoclonal antibodies aboard the ISS for many years,
486thereby improving Merck’s drug discovery, delivery and
487manufacturing processes as practical applications on Earth
488(36). Launched on SpaceX CRS-10 in February 2017, an
489experiment that involved growing crystalline suspensions of
490uniform crystals on the ISS aimed at improving the formula-
491tion and delivery of the company’s cancer-fighting immuno-
492therapy monoclonal antibody drug pembrolizumab
493(Keytruda) (37,38). Additionally, results from this investigation
494could lead to improved drug stability and storage of other
495monoclonal antibodies. SpacePharma has developed custom-
496ized based lab-on-chips to perform batch and continuous crys-
497tallization experiments under microgravity where multiple
498crystallization parameters can be tested in one mission in or-
499der to find the optimal conditions for obtaining large crystals
500with improved quality. Using microfluidic droplet creation
501technology, the company is developing a microfluidics-based
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502 crystallization lab that produces hundreds of microdroplets
503 per minute and each droplet can have the same crystal growth
504 conditions allowing many experiment repetitions as well as
505 control and variation of experimental parameters. Successful
506 crystallization experiments with improved, pure and large
507 crystal compared to 1 g ground control were already per-
508 formed in 2018 by SpacePharma using its miniaturized
509 SPmgLab microgravity platform during a NoveSpace/Zero
510 G parabolic flight mission (Fig. 8).

511Small Drug Molecule Crystallization and Polymorphism

512The most active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) of a drug
513can exist in several polymorphs (forms of crystal structures),
514pseudopolymorphs (solvates and hydrates), salts, and amor-
515phous solids (39). Polymorphs of the same drug may vary in
516their physical properties, which translates to potential variabil-
517ity in manufacturing processes, bioavailability and efficacy of
518the active compound. For example, due to differences in

Fig. 3 Layout of SPmgLab. (a) Model of the outside view of the lab including the atmospheric box. (b) Model of the outside view of the lab (without the atmospheric
box). (c) Cassettes and reaction chambers. (d) Nanosatellite with SPmgLab and accessories. The lab is divided into four sections (experiments), with two experiments
on each cassette (c). Each experiment contains two reservoirs (A & B) connected directly to the observation chamber, a main chamber (M) and a third reservoir (C)
which is connected to the observation chamber through the main chamber. The observation chamber is shared for all experiments and is observed by a light
microscope and a spectrometer. A stirring bar is placed inside the observation chamber in order to stir its contents. The fluids in reservoirs A, B, C are transported using a
spring activated plunger. During activation of the plunger in reservoir C the fluid is pushed fromC andmixedwith the fluid in themain chamber, together they flow to the
observation chamber. During activation of the plungers in reservoirs A or B the fluid is pushed straight to the observation chamber. Since the observation chamber is
shared, each experiment ends with a clean observation chamber, thus at least one of reservoir A or B is used for flushing the observation chamber before the next
experiment.

Fig. 4 SpacePharma’s ground
station at Courgenay, Switzerland.
(a) Antenna serving satellite
operators with real-time Telemetry
Tracking and Control (TT&C) and
payload data delivery and data
processing services provided by
RBC Signals. (b) Satellite control,
monitoring and communication
room.
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519 solubility, one polymorph may be more active than another.
520 In addition, co-crystals (crystalline complexes of two- or more
521 neutral molecules) of pharmaceutical materials can improve
522 properties such as dissolution rate and stability (40). Co-
523 crystals can also be employed for chiral resolution and might
524 play amajor part in the future of API formulation. A company
525 may choose to patent a specific crystallized state or polymorph
526 of a drug, thereby extending its period of market exclusivity
527 after the original drug has been patented. Thus, discovering in
528 advance all existing drug polymorphs of a new API and their
529 properties is crucial (41,42).
530 New processes for preparation of novel API crystalline
531 polymorphs using microgravity environment can be devel-
532 oped with potential applications for new intellectual property
533 and patent extension of generic drugs. The results of the mi-
534 crogravity crystallization experiments can be used to solve
535 new crystalline structures. Polymorph screening can support
536 exploring new or rare polymorphs and obtaining the optimal
537 conditions for crystallizing the same molecules on Earth or as
538 new polymorphs with improved physicochemical properties.
539 Using the SPmgLabmicrogravity platform, SpacePharma has
540 conducted in 2018 successful experiments aboard the ISS on
541 the crystallization of a small molecule with superior crystal
542 morphology outcome compared to Earth product made with
543 the best technologies available.

544Self-Assembly of Biomolecules in Microgravity

545Peptides are highly promising in nanotechnology because they
546are biocompatible, versatile, and may be decorated with ad-
547ditional molecular entities. Hence, they can be utilized as
548building blocks for studying self-assembly of molecules to gen-
549erate complex architectures (43). Natural convection affects
550many self-assembly processes since they are usually delicate.
551When the masking of gravity is removed, chemical and phys-
552ical interactions become more prominent. As a result, studies
553of self-assembly processes in microgravity allow observing and
554measuring the forces affecting the assembly processes (44).
555Examples of proteins that undergo self-assembly are cyto-
556skeletal microtubules. These are hollow, cylindrical cytoskele-
557tal polymers built of αβ-tubulin protein heterodimers. In eu-
558karyotes, microtubules play key roles in cellular structure,
559transport and division. Solution conditions, including ionic
560strength and the presence of microtubule-associated proteins
561can strongly affect microtubular polymerization. In addition,
562several neurodegenerative diseases involve impaired interac-
563tions of microtubules with their associated proteins (45), and
564some widely-used anticancer drugs, such as paclitaxel, func-
565tion by interfering with microtubule dynamics (46,47).
566Tabony et al. used sounding rocket experiments to demon-
567strate that microgravity impairs the assembly of microtubules
568structures, likely due to density fluctuations during self-
569assembly (48,49). Thus, the microgravity environment of
570space facilitates new studies for shading light on the mecha-
571nisms by which microtubule-associated-proteins and
572microtubule-targeted drugs act.

573Applications for Pharmaceutical Sciences

574Behavior of Colloidal Systems in Microgravity

575Many pharmaceutical formulations are based on colloidal sys-
576tem (CS)-like suspensions, emulsions, liposomes and
577microparticles, which may destabilize over time, resulting in
578reduced product quality (50) -. Improving stability may also
579reduce the need for stabilizers, thus increasing API concentra-
580tions while reducing packaging, storage, and conveying costs.
581The absence of sedimentation and buoyancy in micrograv-
582ity allows studying phase separation and aggregation without
583mass convection caused by density differences. Without

Fig. 6 SpacePharma’s DIDO-2 nanosatellite on orbit following launch to
space on February 2017 from India aboard the Indian Space Research
Organization (ISRO) PSLV-C37 rocket. Shown is onboard camera view of
satellite deployment. The arrowhead indicates the DIDO-2 satellite.

Fig. 5 Supported microgravity
platforms. (a) SPmgLab mounted
on an RPM ground simulator; (b)
SPmgLab aboard a parabolic flight;
(c) SPmgLab mounted on a
nanosatellite; (d) SPmgLab at the ISS
(image courtesy of NASA).
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584 gravity as a masking factor, the contribution of other param-
585 eters, such as composition and polydispersity, becomes more
586 prominent (51–53). Recent Space Shuttle (54) and ISS (55,56)
587 experiments with colloidal formulations provided outcomes
588 such as a) partial phase diagrams of mixtures, since sedimen-
589 tation does not interfere with observing the microstructure
590 evolution over long periods of time (months) (54); b) quantita-
591 tive measurements of the parameters affecting destabilization
592 (56); c) internal structures of aggregates and the kinetics of
593 aggregation to predict product quality degradation due to
594 aggregation (55).
595 One example of the use of novel microgravity platforms is
596 the study of emulsions (57). Investigating the physical nature of
597 emulsion-based systems is of great technological importance
598 since it is required for the design of new and improved prod-
599 ucts, while maintaining high efficiency (58–61). The additives
600 added in emulsions can hardly be studied in 1 g because grav-
601 ity modifies the physical properties both at the microscopic
602 and macroscopic scales. At the microscopic scale, gravity in-
603 duces fluid fluxes andmodifies interface thinness, such that the
604 surfactant transfer and adsorption effects are masked. At the
605 macroscopic scale, Microgravity conditions prevent drainage
606 (creaming and sedimentation) and allow monitoring the

607complete interaction cycle of surfactants from adsorption until
608phase separation and destabilization (60). Interface elasticity is
609only driven by surfactant concentration; adsorption and diffu-
610sion of surfactants could be studied with a greater accuracy.
611Given those advantages, microgravity has been suggested
612as an accelerated model for investigating the rules that govern
613the structure and dynamics of colloidal gels and emulsions in
614order to increase the shelf-life of products as described in the
615ESA’s report on the fundamental and applied studies on
616emulsion stability (60). Today both academic groups and lead-
617ing pharmaceutical companies conduct microgravity experi-
618ments in order to enhance their knowledge, and thus increase
619their product quality and stability on Earth.
620Employing SPmgLab, such insights can be obtained
621by characterizing the microstructure evolution of colloi-
622dal systems for long periods of time under microgravity,
623e.g., by using optical imaging, spectrometry, or other
624applicable techniques. Several experiments on emulsion
625stability under microgravity conditions were conducted
626using this platform by mixing water, an oil, and a sur-
627factant from different reservoirs and at several ratios into the
628reaction chamber and following the emulsion droplets forma-
629tion using a dye.

Fig. 8 Peptide crystals prepared
using SPmgLab under microgravity
conditions during NoveSpace/Zero
G parabolic flight mission on
June 2018. (a) SPmgLab aboard
parabolic flight; (b) Peptide crystals
grown on 1 g ground control; (c)
Large peptide crystals grown on
parabolic flight under microgravity
conditions.

Fig. 7 Transportation of SPAD to
the ISS and back. (a) Docking of
Northrop Grumman’s Cygnus
carrying the SPAD to the ISS during
Cygnus NG-10 (November 2018);
(b) Return to Earth of SPAD on
board of SpaceX’s Dragon (CRS-16
mission; January 2019) (Photos
courtesy of NASA).
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630 Microencapsulation and Drug Delivery Systems

631 Microencapsulation for improved drug delivery has been de-
632 rived from microgravity research (10). Microencapsulation
633 experiments on the ISS resulted in the development of the
634 Microencapsulation Electrostatic Processing System-II
635 (MEPS-II). Due to surface tension forces, the MEPS in space
636 combined two liquids that do not mix on Earth (80% water
637 and 20% oil) to spontaneously form liquid-filled microcap-
638 sules as spherical liquid-filled bubbles coated by a semiperme-
639 able membrane (62). Processes such as particle coalescence,
640 flocculation, creaming, phase separation and sedimentation
641 decreased in the microgravity environment resulting in better
642 particle stability and improved shelf-life. The higher stability
643 of the microencapsulated systems obtained in space may
644 change when returned to Earth, but the aim of studying par-
645 ticle formation in microgravity is to better understand their
646 physicochemical properties such as drug loading, and particle
647 size and distribution. Thus, by evaluating particle formation
648 in the space environment, pharmaceutical companies hope to
649 identify opportunities to optimize the nanoparticle
650 manufacturing to develop improved drug delivery formula-
651 tions. For example, in June 2019 AstraZeneca launched a
652 research project to the ISS National Lab seeking to advance
653 a nanoparticle drug delivery system for therapeutic cancer
654 vaccines (63). The drug delivery experiments conducted on-
655 board the ISS included DNA encapsulation and microencap-
656 sulation of anti-cancer drugs (62). So far, research on ISS
657 resulted in 13 licensed microcapsule-related patents.
658 Microgravity studies for optimizing drug loading, size distri-
659 butions, and various processingmethods for specific drugs and
660 therapeutic agents could also be conducted in orbit using
661 SPmgLab or SPAD microgravity platforms.

662 Applications for Biology

663 Microgravity as an Accelerated Model of Aging and Disease

664 With an increasing aging population, there is a need in un-
665 derstanding how and why various functions of the human
666 body decline with age and in finding means to slow or prevent
667 these processes. Preventing age-related diseases could have
668 significant economic impact on society and provide public
669 health benefits for increased longevity (64). This task is com-
670 plicated by the long time periods required for such studies.
671 Even standard rodent models require 3 years to follow the
672 changes over the lifespan, and studies in primates can last
673 15–30 years (65).
674 In microgravity, aging accelerates by up to 10 times, with a
675 scale of days and weeks (66). Thus, the microgravity environ-
676 ment of space is fast becoming a novel model for accelerated
677 experimental aging that is otherwise unavailable (7). This top-
678 ic has been described in excellent reviews by di Giulio (5),

679Vernikos and Schneider (6), and Biolo et al. (4). Briefly, the
680many physiological changes that occur in space, such as bone
681and muscle loss (67,68), immune dysfunction (69–71), inflam-
682matory response, and cardiovascular deconditioning resemble
683those observed during aging (72). Hormonal changes com-
684mon to aging and to microgravity include mild hypothyroid-
685ism (73), increased levels of stress hormones (74,75), gonadal
686dysfunction (76–78), and insulin resistance (79,80).
687Interestingly, in the recently published NASA Twins Study
688(72), the length of telomeres increased during a year-long
689space flight and decreased upon return to the ground.
690Telomere elongation in space seems contrary to the accelera-
691tion of aging-related processes in space, because telomere
692length shortens with cell division and thus has been associated
693with human aging and age-related diseases. The underlying
694mechanism of the transient telomere elongation has not been
695identified, but could be related to healthy life style of astro-
696nauts, weight loss, or a shift toward cell populations with lon-
697ger telomeres (72).
698Therapeutic treatments for preventing microgravity-
699induced degeneration may be adapted to diminish the burden
700of age-dependent diseases, which is the goal of any pharma-
701cologist developing new anti-aging treatments. An example of
702this approach is the collaboration of the biopharmaceutical
703company Amgen with NASA to develop a rodent-based ex-
704periment that could benefit astronauts and earthbound
705humans. Amgen’s first space experiment (STS-108) in 2001
706focused on understanding the role of an engineered version of
707the protein osteoprotegerin in bone loss. This study led to an
708FDA approval in 2010 of Amgen’s new drug, denosumab,
709which is marketed under the brand name Prolia (81).
710During the Phase 3 trials, patients treated with this drug
711showed a 20–68% reduction in fractures, depending on the
712type of bone studied, and significantly higher bone density
713(82).
714A recent retrospective, longitudinal analyses on diffusion
715magnetic resonance imaging data collected from 15 astro-
716nauts demonstrated significant changes in the white matter
717of the brain, that were only partially related to fluid shifts.
718The rate of changes was approximately 2-fold the reported
719changes during the same period with healthy aging (83).
720Studying the factors that contribute to the accelerated changes
721in microstructures of the brain in microgravity can enhance
722our understanding of brain aging. In addition, the enhanced
723molecular self-assembly in microgravity as described above
724can be utilized for characterization of amyloid formation un-
725der microgravity environment. Findings from studies can be-
726come a big step toward understanding the mechanisms of
727neurodegenerative diseases (84), including Alzheimer’s,
728Parkinson’s, Huntington’s and prion diseases.
729Certain immune cells tend to have altered activity with age,
730which results in higher vulnerability to illness (85). Because
731similar changes in the activity of those cells occur during
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732 spaceflight, microgravity is an attractive model for researchers
733 in this field. NASA and the NIH’s National Institute on Aging
734 have collaborated to support research aboard the ISS,
735 with T cell activation in aging being one of the first
736 studies in space (85).

737 Organ-on-Chip (OOC) and 3D Tissue Engineering

738 An OOC is a microfluidic device containing continuously
739 perfused chambers in which living cells recapitulate the archi-
740 tecture, interfaces, and microenvironment of tissue and organ
741 functionality, unlike conventional two-dimensional (2D) or 3D
742 culture systems (86). The OOC technology enables the cus-
743 tomization of the platform for specific diseases. Cross-species
744 differences in preclinical studies make the platformmore valu-
745 able. Additionally, it can be used for drug screening in parallel
746 to in vitro assays and animal model studies (87). Thus, OOC
747 platforms can improve hit-to-lid screening and the predictabil-
748 ity of efficacy, toxicity and pharmacokinetics in humans (88).
749 Moreover, OOC technologies can promote stratified medi-
750 cine, the development of treatment in rare diseases, and
751 nanomedicine.
752 The use of OOC models in space supports the studies of
753 changes that could take years on Earth enables mimicking the
754 effects of drugs on these changes and supports animal replace-
755 ment for toxicity studies. In 2017 NIH/National Center for
756 Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS), together with
757 CASIS, funded five projects whose focus is the development
758 of tissue chips to improve human health on Earth through the
759 Chips-in-Space program. The initial projects are a part of a
760 four-year program aimed to use OOC platforms onboard the
761 ISS for translational research (89). The project’s goals are to
762 evaluate the ability of microfluidic devices to reflect physiolog-
763 ical principles while being delivered to orbit and to provide
764 access to modular components that can be interconnected to
765 understand the integrated behavior of complex human
766 responses.

767 Differential Gene Expression in Microgravity

768 The space environment (microgravity and radiation) can alter
769 gene expression and reveal new targets for gene therapy, as
770 has been recently demonstrated in NASA’s Twins Study (72).
771 Gene expression studies are important for gaining better un-
772 derstanding of the genetic basis and molecular mechanisms of
773 cellular response to the space environment, thus improving
774 risk management, monitoring and countermeasures (90). For
775 example, culturing humanmesenchymal stem cells for 20 days
776 on an RPM resulted in significantly altered expression of 144
777 genes (91). The expression of 30 of these genes increased,
778 whereas that of the other 114 genes decreased. The majority
779 of these belonged to 11 principal groups according to their
780 biological roles in the cell. Corydon et al. used a RPM to show

781that simulated microgravity induces significant alterations in
782the cytoskeleton-related proteins of human adult retinal epi-
783thelium cells, in addition to changes in cell growth behavior
784and gene expression patterns involved in cell structure,
785growth, shape, migration, adhesion and angiogenesis (92).
786To cross-validate findings obtained in independent re-
787search platforms, the dynamics of changes in gene expression
788during a parabolic flight and a suborbital ballistic rocket mis-
789sion were investigated in human Jurkat T lymphocytic cells by
790Oliver Ullrich’s lab from Zurich University (93). Gene expres-
791sion was analyzed using an Affymetrix Array consisting of
79244,699 protein coding genes and 22,829 non-protein coding
793genes. Within 20 s (parabolic flight) and 5 min (rocket) of
794microgravity, three gravity-regulated genes were identified: a
795vacuolar V-ATPase that mediates acidification during bone
796resorption (ATP6V1A/D), diversity genes of immunoglobulin
797heavy-chains (IGHD3-3/IGHD3-10), and an intergenic non-
798protein coding RNA (LINC00837). These rapid changes in
799gene expression led the authors to conclude that human cells
800are capable of efficient adaptation to changes in gravitational
801conditions (93).
802Using human renal cortical cells in microgravity culture,
803Hammond et al. studied differential gene expression in steady-
804state cell culture on STS-90 flight and found altered expres-
805sion of 1632 out of more than 10,000 genes that were evalu-
806ated (94). In Jurkat T cells that were flown onboard a space
807shuttle, Lewis et al. found upregulation of 11 cytoskeletal genes
808and downregulation of gelsolin precursor compared with
809ground controls (95).

810Effects of Microgravity on Stem Cell Differentiation
811and Proliferation

812Microgravity research can contribute to the field of stem cell
813therapy by providing the conditions for accelerated models of
814cell proliferation and cell differentiation. For example, the use
815of gelatin scaffolds and a RWV enabled generating spheroids
816of undifferentiated human mesenchymal stem cells with sub-
817sequent rapid osteogenic differentiation (96).
818Long periods of microgravity lead to hematological disor-
819ders, including anemia, thrombocytopenia, and altered struc-
820ture of red blood cells (97). Space shuttle missions STS-63
821(Discovery) and STS-69 (Endeavour) contributed to understand-
822ing the effects of spaceflight on the hematopoietic system (98).
823CD34+ bone marrow progenitor cells were maintained at
824microgravity (flight) or on the ground. Over a study period
825of 11–13-days, the cell number increased 41-66-fold on the
826ground but only 10–18-fold in space (a 57–84% decrease).
827Myeloid progenitor cells expanded to a greater extent com-
828pared to ground controls, but expansion of erythroid progen-
829itor cells declined. In addition, the cultures maintained in
830space maturated/differentiated faster toward the macrophage
831cell lineage. These findings demonstrated that spaceflight
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832 affects the proliferation and differentiation of hematopoietic
833 progenitor cells in vitro and that the effect of gravity is lineage-
834 selective.
835 Several studies demonstrated that simulated microgravity
836 (SMG) may support expansion of stem cell cultures in vitro in
837 the absence of supplements which may impair stem cells trans-
838 plantations. Constantini et al. used the Rotary Cell Culture
839 System (Synthecon) to evaluate the effects of SMG on human
840 hepatic cell line (HepG2) and human biliary tree
841 stem/progenitor cells (hBTSCs) (99). The generation of 3D
842 cultures of both cell types and the maintenance of stemness
843 contrasting cell differentiation were favored in SMG, in asso-
844 ciation with stimulation of glycolytic metabolism. Hence,
845 SMG can advance the development of the biliary tree
846 stem/progenitor cell-derived liver devices. Yuge et al. reported
847 that culturing human mesenchymal stem cells in SMG using a
848 3D-clinostat significantly increases their proliferation com-
849 pared with cells cultured under normal gravity conditions
850 (13-fold versus 4-fold in a week) (100).
851 Only few studies utilized real-time imaging for analysis of
852 stem cell proliferation and differentiation in space. Among
853 them is the study by Lei et al. who utilized live cell imaging
854 techniques on the TZ-1 cargo spacecraft to study these char-
855 acteristics in mouse embryonic stem cells in space (101). The
856 findings of this study reinforced the role of space microgravity
857 in supporting 3D growth of embryonic stem cells, with a neg-
858 ative effect on terminal differentiation.
859 The studies summarized here and others show that
860 microgravity offers a unique environment to study and
861 control stem cells in order to improve their quality for
862 therapies. In addition, since microgravity leads to cells
863 aggregation into large and organized 3D structures, growing
864 cells in simulated or true microgravity might be a highly
865 promising new technique to produce tissue constructs in the
866 absence of a scaffold.

867 Microgravity and Infectious Diseases

868 The space environment leads to major changes in microbial
869 features that directly relate to infectious diseases, including
870 altered growth rates of bacteria, invasion of host tissue, biofilm
871 formation, and sensitivity to antibiotics. For example, the vir-
872 ulence of Salmonella typhimurium (8) has been shown to in-
873 crease onboard space shuttle flights. In addition, host suscep-
874 tibility (vulnerability) to infection increases in space due to the
875 above mentioned altered immune function (102). Hence, mi-
876 crogravity enables studying virulence processes with a great
877 potential to discover new factors involved in pathogenicity,
878 which can advance the development of new antibiotic drugs
879 and vaccines (8,102–110). Research on vaccine development
880 using colloidal lipid-based delivery systems (liposomes,
881 nanoemulsions, micelles) under microgravity conditions will
882 also contribute to better understanding of antigen-adjuvant

883particle interactions in order to improve efficiency and shelf-
884life.

885CONCLUSIONS

886The microgravity in space affects all levels of biological orga-
887nization, including cells, tissues, organs, and organisms, often
888in unique ways. Thus, microgravity and space research enable
889new understanding of living systems and novel directions of
890pharmaceutical research. Studies in microgravity conditions
891can promote elucidation of protein 3D structures and identi-
892fication of novel pathways that regulate gene expression and
893new targets for developing drugs and vaccines. Additionally,
894aging and prolongedmicrogravity exposure during spaceflight
895share some notable detrimental effects on human physiology
896making the microgravity environment a unique and attractive
897accelerated, non-invasive tool for developing new anti-aging
898therapeutic treatments. Indeed, Microgravity R&D for life
899sciences has recently been gaining traction, with the aim of
900translating findings in space to address current clinical re-
901search and drug development. Traditional and new emerging
902platforms are available to perform pharmaceutical research
903under microgravity conditions, from clinostats to various sys-
904tems in orbit. Unique among them is SpacePharma’s sophis-
905ticated, miniaturized, autonomous, unmanned and remote-
906controlled lab systems containing sensors and readers that
907can work in different microgravity platforms, from ground
908simulators to the ISS. Such advances are expected to greatly
909contribute to new advances with applications both in space
910and on Earth.
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